AGENDA
April 29, 2021

DRY-CLEANING SOLVENT CLEANUP ACT (DSCA) PROGRAM
STAKEHOLDER WORK GROUP MEETING

10:00am - 12:00pm  Main Work Group Meeting

I. Welcome and Opening Remarks

II. Impacts of COVID19 on Dry-Cleaners and DSCA

III. Personnel

IV. Rules & Legislation

V. Fund & Site Statistics

VI. Remediation Unit Updates/Issues

VII. Compliance Unit Updates/Issues

VIII. Other Issues

IX. Next Work Group Meeting

PURPOSE OF DRY-CLEANING WORKING GROUP:
Provide input and assist the Superfund Section in resolving issues, draft guidance and develop rules pertaining to the Dry-Cleaning Solvent Cleanup Act of 1997 (G.S.143-215.104).

GROUND RULES:
- Decisions by the working group and subcommittees will be by consensus if possible and by vote (called by Jim Bateson) if the group is unable to reach consensus. All final policy decisions will be made by the Division with strong consideration given to input from the group as well as the Attorney General's office and Department management. If a final policy decision is contrary to the consensus/vote of the group, an explanation will be provided to the group.

  - Dissenting opinions should be aired in the group meeting and given in writing to the group at the next meeting.
  - Dissent will be resolved internally.
  - Every effort will be made to make decisions based on the following criteria:
    - Legally sound
    - Environmentally sound
    - Result in sound regulations that can be reasonably enforced
    - Make business sense for the regulated industry
    - Technically feasible